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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Consider a doubly indexed sequence of points x,, (n E N, v = 1,2,..., n) 
such that 
1 >, x,, > x,2 > . . . > x,, 2 -1. (1) 
The problems of existence, uniqueness, representation, comergence, etc., of 
polynomials pzn ~, of degree d 2n - 1 where the values of pzn ~ 1 and those 
of its second derivative are prescribed at the points (1) were studied by 
Turan et al. [l-3, 121. In particular, they found that the zeros 
1 = cn, > tn2 > . . > t,, = -1 
of the polynomial (1 -x2) PL- ,(x), where P,- ,(x) is the (n - 1)th Legen- 
dre polynomial, are appropriate for this so-called (0,2)-interpolation 
problem. In this connection Professor G. Freud [6] proved the following 
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THEOREM A. Let ,f’ he u continuous .function on [ - 1, 1 ] such thut 
if(x+h)-2f’(x)+f(x-h)l =o(h) us h -+ 0. (2) 
Denote by R,,(f; x) the (0, 2)-interpolation polynomial of Tut&r et al. 
satisfying 
R,(f; L) =.f(L)> KU; L) = Pm> 
where 
l~nvl 6 6, (v=2, J,...,n- l), 
and lim,, _ a E, = 0. Then R,(f’, x) conoerges unzformly to f(x) on [ - 1, 1 ] 
asn-+co. 
In several of his papers (see, e.g., [7, S]) Professor Freud also 
investigated the problem of approximation on the real line. It is in this 
spirit that we wish to study the question of (0, 2)-interpolation. As a first 
result in this direction KiS [ 111 proved 
THEOREM B. Let ,f be a periodic,function with period 271. For every odd n 
there exists a unique trigonometric polynomial S,(f; y, x) of the form 
a, + 1 (a, cos vx + 6, sin vx) + a, cos nx 
o= I 
which interpolates f in the points 2v+ (v = 0, I,..., n - 1) and whose second 
derivative assumes prescribed values y,, at these points. If f satisfies the con- 
dition (2) and 
Y,” = 001) 
then, as n tends to infinity, 
(v = 0, l,..., n - 1 ), 
U.f; Y, xl -+.f(x) 
uniformly on the whole real line. The condition (2) cannot be replaced by 
f E Lip c( with SI E (0, l), even if the numbers y,, are all taken to be zero. 
In order to cover the case of non-periodic functions we may use entire 
functions of exponential type which constitute a natural generalization of 
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trigonometric polynomials (see [4, Theorem 6.10.11). Introducing the fun- 
damental functions 
A,(z) 
-%(I-cosnr) if n#O 
and 
sin 712 2 sin ni 
:=x- 0 s - 4 7T[ 
if n =O, 
B,(z) 
:=(-l)n~S--n+‘(~+~)sinnidT 
(4) 
if n#O 
-n 
we define for any f~ C’( - 00, co) the interpolation operator 
Wf; z) := : (f(n) A,(z) +f”(n) B,(z)) (5) 
in= -Ys 
which has the properties (see [lo]) 
(i) R(f; ) is an entire function of exponential type 27 
(ii) R(f; n) =,f(n), R”(f; n) =f”(n) for all integers n, 
(iii) R’(f; 0) = R”‘(f; 0) = 0. 
First we consider the problem of representing entire functions of 
exponential type by this interpolation operator. We obtain 
THEOREM 1. Let f be an entire function of exponential type z < 271. If for 
someA>l 
i If( =Wn2(logn)-A) 
Y= -n 
and 
5 1 f "(v)I = O(??(log n)-“^) 
Y= -n 
(6) 
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us n + x, then the series (5) converges ahsolutel~~ und uniJorm[y on ever!% 
compact subset of @ und 
.f(z) = R(.f‘; 2) + c,,,(f) sin rrz + r,,.,(j) sin 27~2, (7) 
where 
Remark 1. The example 
.f(z) = 7cz sin 2712 + cos 2712 - 1 (9) 
shows that T = 2n is inadmissible in Theorem 1. Furthermore, condition (6) 
is best possible in the sense that 
,1 =f f”(n) &(z) (10) 
x 
does not converge absolutely, if 
“! If”(v)1 a.& (c > 0) 
n 
(11) 
for a sequence of integers n tending to infinity. 
THEOREM 2. Let ,f be an entire function of exponential type 2~. If 
f(x) = 4x1 as x-++co (12) 
and if for some A > 1 and all integers n 
I.f”(n)l = Wl(lw InI) -“I as n-+*a, (13) 
then the series (5) converges absolutely and un$ormly on every compact sub- 
set of @ and (7) holds. 
Remark 2. The example in (9) shows that in (12) the o cannot be 
replaced by 0. Furthermore, in (13) the exponent A cannot in general be 
allowed to be 1. 
As a consequence of Theorem 2 we obtain the 
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COROLLARY. Let f he an entire function of exponential type 271. If for 
some A> 1 
If(x)1 = WlxlUog Ixl)rA) as x+ *co, (14) 
then (7) holds. 
With the help of Theorem 2 we are able to prove an analogue of 
Theorem A which may also be looked upon as an extension of Theorem B. 
Let f be bounded on the real line and let (p,,),, H be a bounded sequence 
of complex numbers depending on a parameter z > 0. Then (see Lemma 5 
below) the series 
converges absolutely and uniformly on every compact subset of @ and 
represents an entire function of exponential type 22 such that 
R,(.f;P,F)=f (‘;‘), R:(fAl;?)=B.n (n = 0, + 1, +_2 ,... ). 
We now have 
THEOREM 3. If f: [w -+ [w is a continuous and bounded function satisfying 
(2) uniformly in x on the real line and 
sup IB,,,I = o(z) as z -+ co, (16) 
n 
then 
lim RAf; P, x1 =-f(x) T-Z 
untformly in x on every compact subset of the real line. The condition (2) 
cannot be replaced by 
fELipa (17) 
with CL E (0, l), even tf the numbers p,, are all taken to be zero. 
Remark 3. Previously (see [lo]) we had obtained the conclusion of 
Theorem 3 under the additional condition that 
(1 + I.4”) If(x)1 6 1 (18) 
for some 110 and all real x. 
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In order to see the relationship between Theorem 3 and Theorem B let J 
be of period 271. For odd n consider the trigonometric polynomial of KiS 
satisfying 
&(f2)=1(~), S:'(f;:',$)=i'.. (v=O, 1 
Now set 
BlliZ.v +,n := Ynv (v=O, l)...) n-l;j=O, *I, +2 )... ). 
Applying Theorem 2 to S,( f; y, . ) we see that 
S,(f; y, x) = R,,,( f; 8, x) + c,, sin r x + cZ,, sin nx, 
2 
where with the notation in (8) 
c ‘-c ,n *- ,JJSnff; ‘J> .)I (j= 1,2). 
Under the assumptions of KG, namely, (2) and 
max I’J,,,,~ = o(n) as n-co, 
1, 
it can be shown that 
n-l). 
(19) 
which implies cj,, -+ 0 as n + co. Now (19) in conjunction with Theorem 3 
yields S,(f; y, x) +f(x), uniformly on [0,27c] and hence, due to the 
periodicity, on the whole real line. That Theorem 3 does not constitute a 
direct generalization of Theorem B is attributable to our normalization (iii) 
of the function RnlZ(,f; /I, .). 
2. LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let G he holomorphic and of exponential type T in the closed 
upper half plane. If for some real numbers 1 and p 
/G(x)/ =O((xjP(log 1x1)‘) as x--t &co, (20) 
then 
lG(re”)l = O(rP(log r)’ errs’” “) as r-+co 
uniformly for 8 E [0, 7c]. 
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Proof. Apply [4, Theorem 6.2.41 to the function 
H: ZH (z + i))W(log(z + 2i)))” G(z) 
which is of exponential type r in the closed upper half plane and bounded 
on the whole real line. 
LEMMA 2. If G is an entire function of exponential type such that for 
some real numbers A and p 
IG(x)l = Wlxl”‘(log 1x1)“) as x+ *co, 
then also 
IG’b)l = W4p(log Ixl)“) as x+&co. 
Proof: According to Cauchy’s integral formula for the derivative 
G’(J)=~S2’C;(x+ei~)e-‘“d~ 
0 
and the desired result becomes an obvious consequence of the preceding 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let F be an entire function of exponential type less than 271. If 
G is an entire function of exponential type 27~ satisfying (20) with p > 0, 
A < 0 for which 
G(n) = F(n), G”(n) = P”(n) (n = 0, f 1, +2 ,... ), 
then 
F(z) - G(z) = a + 1: G(t) sin 7-u dt) sin nz, 
where a is a constant and $J is a polynomial of degree less than p. 
Proof Put 
K(Z) := F(z) - G(z). 
Then K is an entire function of exponential type such that 
K(V) = K”(V) = 0 (v = 0, + 1, *2 )... ). 
This implies (see [9, Lemma 11) that 
K(Z) = b(z) sin 712 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
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and in turn 
4’(r) = f)(z) sin 7rz, 
where Q and IJ are entire functions of exponential type. 
representation 
(24) 
Thus we obtain the 
K(Z) = (4(O) + j, Ii/(t) sin nt dt) sin nz. 
Using (22).--(24) we may also write II/ in the form 
$(z) = $1(z) - $2(z) 
where 
$1(z) = 
F(z) - 71 cos 7czF(z)/sin 77~ 
sin2 rtz 
and 
*z(z) = 
G’(z) - 71 co.3 nzG(z)/sin nz 
sin* nz 
For ‘J E { 17r/4, f 37c/4} we readily see that 
lim $,(re’)‘) = 0. 
r + “I 
Using Lemmas 1 and 2 we also obtain 
I$2(re’y)l = cqrq1og Y)Al) as r+cxj. 
Now let k be the largest integer smaller than p and consider 
An obvious application of [4, Theorem 1.4.21 shows that $ is bounded in 
the whole plane. By Liouville’s theorem it is therefore a constant, which 
must be zero since 
lim $(relY) = 0 
, + 7L 
for y E { + 7r/4, + 37c/4 >. 
This shows that ll/(z) is a polynomial of degree k. 
Notation. For the remainder of this paper cr, cZ,... will always denote 
appropriate positive constants. 
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LEMMA 4. For x E II2 let n,x be the larger of the possibly two integers 
closest to x and denote by N(x) the set of all integers between 0 and n, 
(including both 0 and n,). Then for z = x+ iy (x, YE R) the fundamental 
functions (3) and (4) may be estimated as follows: 
IA,(z)l < c,eZn”‘, if nE (0, n,), (25) 
IA,(z)1 dc,e”‘“‘+c, 
( 
$+ lnvln I3 (e2ni”‘- l), 
I; > 
if nE N(x)\{O, n,}, (26) 
1 1 
I4z(~)l d c4 2-(n 
enl VI 
1 1 
+c, max -5- 
OGIG~ n- (n _ x + it)3 (e2rr’y’ - 1 h 
if n $ N(x); (27) 
lB,(z)l d ~,e~~‘.“, [f n E (0, n,Y}, (28) 
if n E N(x)\{% n,}, (29) 
IZI 
le7(z)l 6 c7 In(n _ n.,)l e2nl ).I > if n$N(x). (30) 
Proof Since the fundamental functions A, and B, are of exponential 
type 271 and bounded on the real line, independently of n, it is clear that 
estimates of the form (25) and (28) hold. 
Next, we split the integrals in (3) and (4) as 
s 
-n+r “. = s 
-n+r.,. +j-n+r-” ,.,.
(31) 
-” -” -ll+.X 
The first integral on the right-hand side remains bounded for all n and x. 
As regards the second integral, it can be estimated by constant multiples of 
1 , l+,n~n,,3(e”“‘-l) and lntn’;‘n,,, (en’-” - 1) 
for A,(z) and B,(z), respectively, provided n is different from 0 and n,. 
Now (26) and (29) are readily obtained. 
Finally, for n 4 N(x) it is quickly seen that in the case of B,(z) the first 
integral on the right-hand side of (3 1) is bounded by a constant multiple of 
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Izl/in(n - n,)l. Together with our estimate for the second integral we obtain 
(30). 
For n$N(x) the point zero can never lie in the range of integration in 
(31). Therefore we may write 
sin44 (32) 
Splitting the integral as 
j;... = s,:... + jK-... 
we use the second law of the mean for the first integral on the right-hand 
side to obtain 
<2 ‘- l 
‘71 n3 (n-x)3 
where q E (0, x). 
This leads to the first term on the right-hand side of (27). The second one 
is obtained in an obvious way by estimating the integral from x to x + iy. 
LEMMA 5. Let (u,),,~ and (bn)nEh be two sequences of complex num- 
bers. Suppose that for some A> 1 
i lavl =O(nP(logn) ‘), O<p64 
, = -n 
(33) 
and 
i lb,1 =O(n“(logn))“), O<q,<2 
o= -,, 
(34) 
asn-+a. Then 
H(z) := C (anAn + b,&(z)) 
n= -x 
(35) 
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converges absolutely and unzformly on every compact subset of C and 
represents an entire function of exponential type 2~. Furthermore, 
IH( = ~(bl”(log I-4-“) as x+*co (36) 
where 0 = max(p, q}. 
Proof Let C be any compact subset of C so that there exists an integer 
k with 
Cc {zEC: IzI <k}. 
In view of Lemma 4 we have for all z E C 
if (nl <2k, and 
IA,(z)I d c8, I&(z)l f cx, 
1 
I-4tdz)l G c9 72 
1 
n IfL(z)l 6 c9 7, n 
if InI > 2k. To prove the absolute and uniform convergence of the series 
(35) on C it is now sufficient to show that 
+A 
n4 
and 
InI z 2k In1 
converge; but this can be readily done via Abel’s summation. Hence H 
represents an entire function which must be of exponential type 271 as is 
seen from Lemma 4. 
Let us now verify (36). Without loss of generality we may assume that 
.x > 0. Then 
n;. l+%(x) + b,&b)l = O(n:(log n,)-“1 
as x -+ co. Using Lemma 4 it remains to estimate 
s,:= c l l 
n 4 N(x) 
7-m . IanI 
and 
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For this we split the two summations as 
i 
211, I 2n, 
. ..+ 2 . ..+ c . ..+ i . . . . 
II-i ZN, + I ,l--lrl + I ,I= ~-, II = ZII, 
In the case of S1 the first two sums are obviously of order O(nf(log n,) ‘). 
For all the indices n in the remaining two 
and so Abel’s summation shows that these sums are of order o(xp -‘). In 
the case of S, it is sufficient to estimate only the contribution coming from 
positive indices. For this we write 
2n, ~~ I 
c x 
,lr- I , 
n=n,+, 4-n,) . lb,,1 6 C ; I~,~+.,l = WnY,Wg n,) “1 ,I= I 
and 
where in the second case Abel’s summation is used in the last step. This 
completes the proof of (36). 
LEMMA 6. Let (an)ntP and (bn)ncH be two sequences of complex num- 
bers. Suppose that 
a,, = o(n) (37) 
and for some A> 1 
lb,1 = Wnl(log InI) ‘I (38) 
as n + &co. Then the series H(z) defined in (35) represents an entire 
,function qf exponential type 27~. Furthermore, fbr 6, E (0, z) 
H(re*“) 
H’(re”‘) 
= O(re2nr SL” “) (39) 
as r+co. 
Proof: Since (37) and (38) imply (33) and (34), respectively (with q = 2 
and an arbitrary p > 2), we know from Lemma 5 that H represents an 
entire function of exponential type 27~. It remains to verify (39). 
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Applying [4, Theorem 1.4.21 to the function 
with an appropriate K> 0 we see that it is enough to prove (39) for 
B # n/2. Then, for x + iy = re’ iH we always have x + fco with r + co. 
Let us first turn to H(re”“). Referring to Lemma 4 we need only con- 
sider those terms in the bounds for the fundamental functions which carry 
a factor eznly’ since they dominate all other terms as Y -+ co. Then in view of 
(25)-(30) it suffices to show that for n, > 0 
and 
(40) 
(41) 
as x + co. In the case of (40) we split the summation as 
Now using (37) we readily see that the first sum is of order o(n,), whereas 
the last two series are even bounded. Hence (40) holds. 
In the case of (41) the biggest possible contribution can come from 
positive indices only, if n ‘I > 0. Let us therefore consider 
s:=f l 
n=2 In(n-n,)l”bH’ 
f7#lI, 
and use the estimate 
for n 3 2 to obtain 
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It can be shown (see [ 10, Lemma 33) that 
Hence the first sum is of order O((log n,)’ “) and so in particular o( 1). 
For the second sum we have 
,.=;+,A (logn) “d f v tl=n,+l A(logn) ^=o(l) 
as x -+ co. Thus (41) is also verified. 
To estimate H’(re”‘) we first differentiate the fundamental functions. 
Considering then only those contributions which grow at least as fast as 
eZnlJlwe see again that the desired result follows from (40) and (41). 
LEMMA 7. Let x be a function defined on R 
tinuous and bounded. For 6 > 0 let 
4 
and suppose that it is con- 
(42) 
and define 
h(z) := o ’ J 5 g:d(f - z) x(t) dt (43) 
where 
I 
a 
w := g,s(f) dt. 
tlr 
Then h is an entire function of exponential type 6. Furthermore, 
/h(x)1 =0(x ‘) as x--t &co, 
if 
(44) 
Ix(x)l=O(xm2) as x--t *co. (45) 
Proof: We only verify the growth property (44) since everything else is 
well known [ 13, pp. 257-2591. 
For z = x E R we may write 
h(x)=o-’ m s gc+(t) x(t +x) dt. -0cI 
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Expressing x2 as 
x2 = (I + x)2 + t2 -2(x + t) t 
we obtain 
X2h(X) = w-l Jrn gJt)[(t + x)’ x(t + x)] dt -t o I I cc t2gs(t) x(t +.x) dt -cc -, m 
-20-l Iffi tgs(t)C(t +x) At + XII d’t. -cc 
Now we see that under condition (45) all three terms on Ihe right-hand 
side are bounded on the real line. 
LEMMA 8. Let (a,), E N and (h,,), E N be two sequences qf complex num- 
bers. If for some /I > 1 
2 Ia,\ = O(n2(log M)~-“) 
v=, 
and 
lb,\ = O(n-‘) 
asn-+co, then 
i: la,,b,,l = O( 1). 
v=l 
ProoJ In view of the estimate Ih,l G ~~~6’ it is enough to consider 
Now the desired result follows via Abel’s summation and the fact that 
converges for J. > 1. 
3. PROOFS OF THE RESULTS 
Pruuf of Theorem 1. It follows from Lemma 5 &at R(f; . ) represents 
an entire function of exponential type 277 such that 
IR(f; x)1 = O(x2(log Ix/)-“) as x + &CC. 
640/50:2-2 
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Now, setting F :=,J‘and C := R(,/‘; .) we conclude from Lemma 3 that I/ is 
a polynomial of degree at most I. In view of (21 ) this implies that 
IF(x) - G(s)1 = O( 1.~1) as .YA &CC. 
Hence 
If(x)/ = U(x2(log 1x1) -‘) as 9 
and by Lemma 2 also 
I,f’(x)l = O(x2(log 1x1) -“) as B 
Next we choose 6 E (0, (2n- r)/2) and define 
x,,(x) := l 
1 + (.X/m)*’ 
Now, if 
- 
h,(z) :=w ’ J _ x g,(f - z) x,(t) & 
then, according to Lemma 7, 
.A,: z++f‘(=) k,(z) 
as well is of exponential type less than 27~. Lemmas 7 and 8 show that 
In order to calculate the second derivatives off;,, at the integers we may 
write for real x 
h:,:‘(x)=~-‘j;~ g,(t)X$‘(t+x)dt (j=O, 1,2) (48) 
and deduce that for m -+ ‘m 
IhL(x)l = 0 f 0 , /h;(x)] = 0 f ( > 
uniformly in x. Furthermore, transforming (48) into 
(49) 
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we conclude with the help of Lemma 7 that for every fixed m 
Ihg'(x)l = 0(x- 2) (j=O, 1,2) (50) 
as x-+ *co. Since 
f;(x) =f”(X) h,(x) + 2f’(x) h;(x) +J’(x) i&(x) 
we may use (46), (50), and Lemma 8 to see that for every fixed m 
i lf;(v)l=o i (1 g )-” =o 
Y= --n i ,,=3 O ” ) (G&-Y) c5*) 
as n + co. Now Lemma 5 yields 
IW,; XII = O(lxl(log Ixl)F’) as x+ +_a. 
Hence for F := fm and G := R(&; .) in Lemma 3 the corresponding 
function 11/ is a constant. This gives (by Property (iii) of R(f,; .)) 
.Mz) = Urn, z) + cl,,(fm) sin 712 + c2,,(fm) sin 27~. 
Obviously, 
uniformly on every compact subset of @ and 
lim c,,,(fwJ = c,,,(f) for j= 1,2. m + x 
Hence it remains to show that 
lim R(fm; 2) = R(S, z). 
m-t-z 
Let C be any compact subset of @ and let E be a given positive number. 
By virtue of Lemma 5 and (49) we can find an n, > 0 such that 
and 
s, := I( y + 2 ) (f(v) A.(z)+f”(v) W~)l<~ 
y= --a Y = no 
s* := I( T + 2 ) (f,(v) A.(z)+fXv) B.(z))l<; 
Y= -00 Y = ng 
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for all z E C and all positive integers m. Furthermore, there exists a con- 
stant K > 0 such that for all z E C 
f If(v) A,(z)1 -C K and i: (lf”‘(v)l + 1) l&(z)1 < K. 
,I= -n, y = ,x, 
Since lim, _ z h,(x) = 1 we can achieve that for sufficiently large m, say, 
m 3 m,, and v = -n, + 1, -n, + 2 ,..., n, - 2, n, - 1 
I1 -h,(v)l<&, 
& 
W’(v) Kn(v)l c-9 6K 
and 
E 
If(v) Uvh <----. 
6K 
Hence for all z E C and all m 3 m, 
“0 I 
lR(f; z) - R(f,; z)l < c (If(vNl -L(v)) A&)l 
I, = ,rg + I 
+ I.f”(~~)(1 - Uv)) B”(Z)l + W’(v) K(v) W)l 
+ If(v) &z(v) k(z)1 I+ s, + s, c.5. 
Thus the desired representation is proved. 
Let us now justify Remark 1. Note that for n # 0 
-B.(1)=~J::i*(~+~)sinn*l>c,,n *. (52) 
Hence 
but Abel’s summation shows that the right-hand side tends to infinity with 
n, if (11) holds. 
Proof of Theorem 2. With the help of [4, Theorem 1.4.43 it is readily 
verified (see the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2) that for all 8 E (0,~) and 
j=O, 1 
~f(~)(~~k~~)l = O(re*nrsin 0) as r-+co. 
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By Lemma 6, R(f; ) z exists and satisfies together with its first derivative the 
same growth condition. Setting F :=0 and G := R(f; .)-f the 
corresponding function $ in (21) becomes 
W) = 
n cos rczG(z)/sin rcz - G’(z) 
sin* nz 
From this it is seen that for an arbitrary y E (0, x/2) 
I$(re”)l = o(r) as r--+00 (53) 
for 8 = -y, y, rc - y, z + y. By the PhragmtnLindeliif principle (53) holds 
uniformly for all 6’ E [0,27r]. According to a refined version of Liouville’s 
theorem r(/ must be a constant. Now the desired representation follows 
from (21) by carrying out the integration and taking into account that 
R’(f; 0) = R”‘(f; 0) = 0. 
To justify the unexplained part of Remark 2 it is enough to show that 
a fact easily seen with the help of (52). 
Proof of the Corollary. Obviously (14) implies (12); Lemma 2 shows 
that it also implies (13). 
Proof of Theorem 3. In [lo, Lemma 81 we constructed a sequence of 
entire functions T,(f; .) of exponential type 22 such that 
f(x) - T,(f; x) = 41/r), T:(f; x) = 4og 71, 
T:‘(f; x) = o(z), T:l(f; x) = o(3) 
uniformly in x as r -+ co. Now denote by R,(f; .) the operator in (5) trans- 
formed from integer nodes to me/z (n E Z), i.e., 
R,(f;x):= f (f(1;1)A.,(~~)+(~)~f~(+(~x)). 
n= -cc 
The crucial observation is that according to Theorem 2 
T,(f; x) = R,(T,(f; . ); x) + c,.AT,(f; . )) sin TX + c~,~(T~(~; .)) sin 2zx 
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holds, if .I’ is simply assumed to be bounded (so that ( 18) is no longer 
needed). Using the decomposition 
.f(.u) - R,(.f’; /I, .Y) =.f(-Y) - T,(.f‘; .Y) + T,(f: .Y) - R,(f‘; ,k -xl 
=.f’(-Y) - T,(.f; xl 
+ c,,~( T,(J’; )) sin ox + c2,J T,(f; )) sin 2rx (54) 
the proof of the convergence is completed as in [ 10, p. 1991. 
It remains to show that (2) cannot be replaced by (17). This may be 
done as follows. For n # 0 we can write 
where 
cos xx). 
It is easily seen that 
i \K,,(x)~ =0(x) as x+ &KJ. 
,I- - x 
Furthermore, 
This leads us to 
i: IA,,(-~)l/lxl= f (6~)“A,,(x) /l.4+4) as x-+ *X. 
,i.= I ,1: x 
By Theorem 1 
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Thus we obtain 
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and 
.zm2 !A., (i+i)i 3c,, /2j+ 11 (j=O, f 1, +2,...). 
Hence, setting 
we see that for r > n 
Next denote by 5, a point of the unit interval where the maximum in (55) 
is attained and consider 
Now we can use the method of Erdos and Turan [S, pp. 52-541 (see also 
KiS [ll, pp. 273-2761) to construct for every given CI E (0, 1) a bounded 
function f: R -+ R belonging to Lip c( such that 
lim sup IR,(f; r,)l = co. 
T -1 1 
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